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I. Goals of the Project
Goals

- Student Centered
- Project Oriented
- Technology Enhanced
- Team Interaction
- Interdisciplinary
Space Psychology

- Intimate Space
  - My Room
- Personal Space
  - My Home
- Social Space
  - My Neighborhood
- Public Space
  - My City
Personal Space

- “My House”
- Family only!
- Classroom Zone
- Sense of Belonging
Personal Space - Furniture
Social Space

- “My Neighborhood”
- Friends Included
- Where Everybody Knows Your Name..
- Collaboration
Furniture Types
Public Space

- “My Town”
- Interaction with Outsiders
Learning Commons

- **Collaboration Rooms**
  - Writable Glass Walls
  - Foldable Walls
  - Technology

- **Group Project Room**
  - Flexible Classroom
  - Technology
  - Transparency

- **Café & Social Area**
  - Starbucks Concept
  - Quiet Casual Area
  - Social Interaction zones

- **Adaptable Design**
  - Connections to Other Areas
  - Flexible Furnishings
II. Existing high school library
Existing Library
III. Proposed high school learning commons
Existing Library

Existing Library
Proposed Learning Commons
Café/ Social Space
Café/ Social Space
Café/ Social Space
Café/ Social Space
Café Furniture
Lounge Space
Lounge Space
Furniture
Small Group/ Collaboration
Small Group/ Collaboration
Small Group/ Collaboration
Collaboration Furniture
Classroom
Classroom
Classroom Furniture
Large Group/ Lounge
Tech Zone
Furniture
Shelving/ Study Area
Shelving/Study Area
Ceilings

[Images of ceilings with hexagonal acoustic panels]
Shelving/ Circ Desk
Study Desk
IV. Questions